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arnold & associates is a publishing and corporate consulting firm that specialises in developing products, technologies, methods, systems and solutions to support the activities and business objectives of its clients. one of the world's greatest djs, and among the top 10 djs in the world according to one publication, jay-z was once the director of program management for brooklyn's unique technologies - the company responsible for the multi-platinum releases "reasonable doubt," "diamonds from sierra leone," "junior m.a.f.i.", "vol. 2..", "the dynasty: roc la familia,",

and many others. his turntablism skills and familiarity with the dvs technology make him a perfect fit for the ots team! the boston boot camp 2000 is the worlds first session of dj boot camp, coordinated by jonny fresh (jonny d), and named after the infamous boot camp that dj shadow is sometimes seen attending. the organization of the camp is five weeks of free curriculum sessions taught by industry professionals and experienced djs. in 1997, jonny organized the first event, bringing a beat pounder like dj shadow. this time he will bring as many as 50 house
and underground dj's to the session, including a dj from the bay area, philly, new york, and a dj from italy. flint, michigan: mitch eisen has been making beats since the days of the 8-bit home computer, and his sampling, musical intuitions and production skills make him a unique contender. the man is a phenomenal musician, yet also the most humble person you will meet. mitch has performed with joell ortiz, producer of landmark albums such as " the counter-reformation: the lovechild of godzilla, cypher and krs-one " and " the counter-reformation ".
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the virtual dj pro software system was designed from the ground up to handle all your turntable, cd, midi and media mixing needs with ease. connect
your turntables and cd player to one mixer, and sync your cd players to a second. this system will give you the ability to edit your tracks with ease or
choose to mix your media on turntable and cd players. mixing in real time, you can cue your tracks up and start playing them on a turntable. you can

also cue up and play a cd player and have your cd's cue up in the mix at the same time. the pro turntable gives you all the versatility you will ever need
as you play records on record players and cds. the pro turntable includes an integrated usb connection for control of your digital turntables, cds, and

vinyl-- without the need for a computer. the pro turntable is equipped with bluetooth technology for wireless connectivity, and an 8-pin control voltage
input for many current vinyl players and cd players. in addition, the unit features a belt-driven turntable motor for a whisper-quiet operation. the pro
turntable is an essential tool for the serious turntable collector, or for dj/club gigs where the desire to experience the performance of vinyl is a must.

also, be sure to check out the included digital music player to listen to your mp3, wav, ogg or flac tracks. audio units (au). au is a format of protocol that
allows vst, dx, rtas and vst plugins to be used with mac or windows applications. autraviolet (uv). uv is the interface format used for os x to control vst

and dx plugins on a mac or windows application. turbulence. turbulence is an application that will enhance the sound of a selected recording. it is useful
to enable the sound of certain recordings that have been digitally altered. reaper. an audio / midi sequencer and sampler. 5ec8ef588b
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